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ABSTRACT

MCNPX is a powerful Monte Carlo code that can be used to conduct
sophisticated radiation-transport simulations involvi ng complex physics
and geometry. Although MCNPX possesses a wide assortment of
standardized modeling tools, there are instances in which a user' s needs
can eclipse existing code capabilities. Fortunately, although it may not be
widely known, MCNPX can accommodate many customization needs. In
this article, we demonstrate source-customization capability fo r a new
SOURCE subroutine as part of our development to enable simulations
involving accelerator beams for active-interrogation studies. Simulation
results for a muon beam are presented to illustrate the new acceleratorsource capability.
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1.

INTRODUCTION.

MCNPX (Pelowitz, 2008) is a Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Monte Carlo
particle (radiation quanta) radiation-transport code that has capabilities including threedimensional (3D) geometry modeling, continuous-energy transport, transport of 34
different types of fundamental particles as well as heavy ions, delayed neutron and
gamma radiation treatment, isotopic transmutation, the interaction of low- and highenergy radiation with matter, a variety of source and tally options, interactive graphics,
and support for a variety of sequential and multiprocessing computer platforms. MCNPX
has several powerful variance-reduction techniques that enhance computational
perionnance. This 200000+-line Fortran 90 code has been parallelized, and works on
platforms including single-processor personal computers, Sun workstations, Linux
clusters, and supercomputers. MCNPX has a world-wide user base consisting of
approximately 2500 researchers, designers, and analysts whose applications encompass
accelerator design, nuclear reactor physics, isotopic transmutation, cancer diagnostics and
therapy, geophysics, active and passive interrogation involving prompt and delayed
radiation, and space applications.

MCNPX accommodates three types of standard sources : general, criticality, and surface.
When viewed from the standpoint of the transport equation (Bell, 1970), general sources
correspond to the inhomogeneous source tenn. Criticality sources are concerned with
eigenvalue calculations. Surface sources are used to stipulate an angular tlux on one or
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more geometrical boundaries. The range of treatment offered by these MCNPX source
opLions is extensive, encompassing source geometry. energy. direction, orientation, and
time dependence, and can includ e dependencies and biasing. However, this source
capability does not treat all imagi nable source descriptions and modeling requ irements.

For situaLions in which the standard sources do not satisfy a user' s needs, MC PX allows
the user to furnish a source using the SOURCE and SRCDX subroutines. The SOURCE
subroutine is used to specify the coordinates, direction, weight, energy, time, and particle
type for a source. The SRCDX subroutine must also be supplied in instances when the
emission in subroutine SOURCE is anisotropic and either a detector tall y or DXTRA
(determ i nistic transport) is used in a calculation.

We illustrate here usage of the MCNPX SOURC E subroutine via the development of a
beam emittance source for an accelerator application. The objecti ve o f our presentation is
not intended to be an treatise of accelerator beam theory. Rather, the beam application is
used as a means of illustrating how the MCNPX can be used to develop a customized
~ource.

Although the accelerator model invo lved ani sotropic particle emission. neither

detcctors nor DXTRAN was used . Thus, our presentation includes the SOU RCE
subroutine, but it excludes the SRCDX subrouti ne.

[n what follows. wc first present a description of the accel erator beam model. The beamtheory-source equations are given in "beam coord inates." However. in order to utili7.e
MCNPX, the source cq uations require transformation to "MCNPX coordi nates." So we
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develop the necessary beam-to-MCNPX-coordinate transformation equations. We then
show simulation resul ts to r a muon beam in a vacuum and in air.

2.

OUf

ACCELERATOR BEAM MODEL.

beam model consists of a particle beam of circular cross section emitted at z = O.

Particles are started at an aperture of the accelerator system, the beam having been
produced by an accelerator and focus ed using a magnet-lens system . The beam is to be
transported through an region of space that is free of accelerator elements. In particular,
we are interested in followi ng a given beam that has been focused for a minimum spot
size at a gi ven di stance L under the constrai nts o f aperture size and emittance.

A schematic vi ew of the envelope of such a beam is depicted in Fig. 1. In genera l the
envelope 's waist does not coincide with the minimum spot size X L .
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Figure 1. Schematic showing beam projection onto the x-z plane. The direction of beam
propagation is along the z axis. The X and y directions are transverse to the zaXIs.

In one dimension the beam envelope is described by a matrix

(J

I

correlation parameter
(beamdivergence)2 )

(1)

where "envelope" connotes the contour enclosing a reasonably dense set of particles in
the x, x' space. For a linear system, this contour is an ellipse that transfonns from

Zl

to

where R is the single-particle linear transfonnation matrix between the two points
ZI

and 2 2 , The full beam is described by a 6 x 6 matrix as is R, but individual planes can
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be described by the 2 x 2 matrix as indicated if there are no correlations between phase
planes. Here the x transverse phase plane is described by the particle distance from the z
axis (subscript "1") and the tangent of the angle of the particle with the z axis

x' = dx / dz (subscript 2). The y phase plane is similarly described with subscripts 3,4.
The z phase plane can be described by the canonically derived time and energy
coordinates 5,6.

We confine our remarks to the 1,2 phase plane. The linear nature of thi s description
implies that a given emittance contour is given by an ellipse in the phase plane so that
(2)

or

(3)

Here

£

is the beam emittance, a quantity conserved by linear transformations, equal to

the ellipse phase space area divided by It, and given by

(4)
and
, dx
x =-.
dz

(5)

The parameters Xo and Yo are the x and y components of the beam aperture, while L is the
distance from the aperture to the focal point.
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If

(T12

= 0 , then the ellipse is upright in the phase plane.

We use this simpler

representation to fill the ellipse with particles with an x, x ' distribution of interest,
uniform in this case. The extent of the upright ellipse in the phase-plane
coordinates x, x' are, respectivel y,

bx

= ,",r;;U nx
(6)

[;

a =-

bx

x

The beam envelope m atrix parameters are
2

0'1 Ix

= Xo

0'

=- ~

0'

12x

2

0'22x

(7)

L

=-

2

[; + 0"12x

After filling the ellipse with particles in the calculation to the desired full beam
emittance, we specify a given focus. To focus the beam (in practice by setting the lens
strengths at z < 0), we transform the position of each particle by
(8)
For a minimum spot size at z = L it can be shown that we set the transformation constant
(focus) to
(9)

This gives a minimum spot size of radius

XL

at z = L

(10)
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where

Xo

is the beam size after fo cusing at z = O. We note that the y motion is treated

identically because we desire that the beam size in each dimension is minimized.

We also note that the emittance can be expressed in terms of the normalized emittance &n
that for an accelerator is (conveniently) independent of energy
£

£ = _ IT

(11)

py'

where

P is the ratio of the particle speed to the speed of light and y is the Lorentz factor
1

Y = -----===
~1 - pI

3.

.

(12)

MCNPX SOURCE SUBROUTINE EQUATIONS.

The accelerator source of interest here cannot be modeled using the standard MCNPX
sources. The development here treats tll is source, inclusive of the expression of the beamcoordinate particle-direction expressions in the form needed by MCNPX.

MCNPX requires that the particle direction be expressed in terms of direction cosines
UUU, VVV,

and

WlVW

involving the angles between a particle's direction and the x, y , and z

axes . Thus,
UUU

= cose.~

vvv = cos B~w ,

www = cosB;

8
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where

eM
,eM,
and eM are the angles between the particle.direction vector and the x, y,
x
l
Z

and z axes, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. These angles (and direction cosines) must be
detennined from the beam-theory variables.

z
dz

(dx,dy,dz)

dy
y

I

BX

"

~

,

I

I

,

,

------------------ - '
fx.y

x
Figure 2. MCNPX coordinate .

To develop the necessary expressions, first note that conventional Cartesian coordinates
are defined so that a particle located at (dx, dy , dz) is given in tenns of spherical
coordinates as

dx = r sin B,_ cos Bx
dy = rsin Bz sin {)( ,
dz

=

(14)

rsin Bz

where

( 15)
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In Eq.( 14), Bx and By are the angles between the projection of the particle position vector
onto the x - y plane, rx,y ' and the x and y axes, respectively, while Bt is the angle between
the particle direction and the z axis.

For our application, the beam theory expressions are defined so that
I

X

dx
dz

= - = tan

BB

(J 6)

x

and

dy
Y= dx = tan
I

e

B
y.

(1 7)

Here BxB is defined as the angle between the projection of the particle direction in the

x - z plane, rx .z , and the z axis, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Similarly,

e; represents the angle

between the projection of the particle direction in the y - z plane and the z axis.
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dz
rx.z

dx:
Figure 3. Beam coordinates.

Writing the quotient of the differential particle location in x and y , the preceding
expressIOns gIve

dy
dy = dz = y' = rsinBr sinBx = sinBr = tanB .
dx _dx x' rsin Bz cosBx cosBx
.<
dz

( 18)

Thus,

J

Bx = tan-I Y,') = tan -I [ tan BB
Y,
(
x

tanB:

so that, given the beam-coordinate directions e.\Band

B:' the Cartesian coordinate angle

B( can be calculated. In MCNPX, the beam values x' and y' are sampled, thereby
determining Bx'

Using a similar approach, Bz can be determined. Writing

11
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dz
dx

= __
r _cO_S_B--'l._ _ cot Bz

(20)

cose. '

and noting that Eq.(16) gives

dz
dx

,,

(21 )

---

x

we have

(22)

Because

(23)
the direction cosine www is detennined.

In order to detennine the other direction cosines, we relate the differential particle
location in Cartesian coordinates to MCNPX spherical coordinates so that

dx = r cos e'x' ''

dv-

= rcosOyM

(24)
•

Then

dy = r cos O;f =
- - " ' ; 'M
:-:-

dx

cos a;\f
M

rcos ax

cos Or

= tan

a
x'

(25)

where the latter equality stems from Eq.( 18).

Now

(26)
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which, by Eq.(23), is
(27)

Solving Eq.(2S)
cos eM
)-

=

cos eM
tan 0.x
x

(28)

and plugging into Eq.(27) gives
(29)
or
(30)
or

e

M

cose =±
x

(

1- cos 2
z
1+ tan 2 0x )

i/2

= uuu .

(31 )

By Eqs.(23) and (27),
cosOyM

=±( l -

cos 2 OM
- cos 2 eM
x
z )

1/2

= vvv .

(32)

Equations (3 1) and (32) contain the direction cosines between the particle direction and
the x and y axes as required by MCNPX. Because square roots are taken, the signs may
be positive or negative; i.e., a particle may move in the positive or negative x and

y

dir etions. These signs are determined by the signs of the beam values

Eqs.(16) and( 17), respectively. Thus, for Fortran,

UtiU =

e: e:

sign(argx, e,s ) and

and

in

wv =

sign(argy, B.: ), where argx and argy are the absolute values of the square-root portions of
Eqs.(3 l ) and (32), respectively.
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4.

COMPUT ATIONAL RECIPE.

The calculation for Monte Carlo accelerator beam emission proceeds as follow s.

1. Calculate the beam parameters given in Eqs.(l1 )--(9), including the Lorentz factor
in tenns of the particle rest mass and kinetic energy

(33 )

Random numbers r, and rxp are used to sample the X and X' according to
X

= ax x(2rx -

I)

(34)

X ' = b, x (2rx' - 1).

3. The sampled point X, X' is examined for acceptance/rejection if it lies
inside/outside of the x-direction upright ellipse given by

X2
X el

X ,2

+-2 .
a.r
bx

=-2

(35)

If the point is rejected, then control is returned to step 2.
4. The transfonned X and Yare computed for the focused ellipse according to

X I = X +cx X '
Yr = Y +cx Y' .
5. The circular projection is calculated by first calculating

14
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£ =)2£

a ll

a 12

=--

a 22

-

L

_ £

2

+ a 122

(37)

b = ~(J'22
£

a =b
a
C=_12
0'22

followed by random sampling using random numbers rx ' f~ , rt ' , and ry'
accordi ng to

x = ax(2rx -

I)

X ' = bx (2r.,' - 1)
Y

= ax (2 ry

- 1)

(38)

Y' = bx (2ry ' - 1)

and rejecting/accepting values of XL" that are greater/less than or equal to 1. For
rejection, this step is repeated.
6. The transformed X and Y for the focused ellipse are calculated as

X ( = X +c X'

Y.I = Y +c Y'
7. The XI and

f Jt

(39)

are evaluated as to whether they lie within the physical plane of

the beam aperture
(40)
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with the sample rejected/accepted if

~I

is greater/less than or equal to I . For a

rejected point, control is returned to step 5.
8. The starting position (xxx, yyy, zzz) for MCNPX is set as

xxx = X j
yyy = YJ

(41)

9. The direction cosines for MCNPX are calculated using Eqs.(31 ), (32), and (13) .

The Fortran coding for this recipe forms a software upgrade ("patch") that ha been
implemented using the MCNPX build system (Pelowitz, 2008) to create a customized
executable ("alpha version").

5.

RESULTS.

Here we illustrate the new beam SOURCE routine by presenting results for muon beam
transport in (1) a void and (2) air. The beam parameters are given in Table I.

Table 1. Parameter data for sample beam-emittance simulation using MeN PX.
Variable

E

Data
l.Ox 102

Eo

1.05658 x L0 2

Normalized beam emittance

ell

9.776 xl 0-3

Beam aperture in X (m)

Xo

1.0

Beam aperture in Y (m)

Yo

1.0

Beam length (m)

L

l.Ox10 2

Parameter
Kinetic energy (MeV)
Rest mass (MeV)
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Figures 4-6 show a mid-beam side view, a view at the beam aperture, and a view at z = L
for a cylindrical mesh tally of the muon distribution for transport in a void. The focusing
effect is clearl y apparent. This MCNPX calculation was executed using 105 source
histories.

z
z=L

z=o
Figure 4. Muon beam cylindrical mesh taJl y for a void, mid-beam side view. Left: lateral

extent [-2,2] m and axial extent [0,100] m, right: [- 100,100] m by [-]00,100]

m.
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Figure 5. Muon beam cylindrical mesh tally for a void, aperture view.

Figure 6. Muon beam cylindrical mesh tally for a void, view at z = L.

Figures 7-9 show a mid-beam side view, a view at the beam aperture, and a view at z

=

L

for a cylindrical mesh tally of the muon distribution for transport in air. Muon scattering
in air induces a de-focusing effect. This MCNPX calculation was executed using 106
source histories .
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z

z=L

z =o
Figure 7. Muon beam cylindrical mesh tally for transport in air, mid-beam side view.
Left: lateral extent [-20,20] m and axial extent [0,100] m, right: [-100, I 00] m
by [-100,1 OOJ m.

Figure 8. Muon beam cylindrical mesh tally for transport in air, aperture view .
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Figure 9 . Muon beam cylindrical mesh tally for transport in air, view at z

6.

=

L.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

The popularity of Monte Carlo for radiation-transport simulations continues to increase
as ongoing advances in computer resources render the Monte Carlo paradigm an
increasingl y attractive alternative to analytic and detenninistic numerical methods. The
availability of increasingly powerful computer resources pennits the creation and use of
increasingly sophisticated physics and geometry characterizations, which in tum allows
increasingly faithful representations of physical reali ty.

MCNPX contains a wide as ortment of powerful standard features to aid the user in
model development. Nevertheless, at times a user' s need can exceed standard MCNPX
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capability. In such instance, MCN PX provides avenues for the user so that individualized
needs can be addressed.

In this article we have illustrated an instance of a specialize need. In particular, we have
demonstrated the development of a new SOURC E subroutine to model an accelerator
beam whose characteristics are too complex to be treated using standard MCNPX source
modeling capabilities. The development required that the accelerator beam-coordinate
expressions be re-expressed in a fonn suitable for MCNPX. The new SOURCE
subroutine was applied to code version 260 to build a customized ("alpha version")
executable to enable accelerator-beam simulations. Illustrations of the new capability
have been presented for muon transport in a void and in air.

We plan to expand the scope of the model involved in the SOURCE routine so as to
make a more comprehensive accelerator source and transition the alpha capability to a

tandard MCNPX feature.
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